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It’s time for Mud
With bonfire night just around the corner and the
autumn chill in the air, that can only mean one
thing. It’s time to dust of the XC spikes and
embrace the cross country season.
Foolishly before I joined Harriers I thought the
winter was just about long miles in the dark and
cold in preparation for the Spring/Summer road
races. However I am now aware of a host of winter
races from our very own Winter League, to
National and County XC and LDWA events like
Rudolph’s Romp.
I guess I better find the head torch, bobble hat and
embrace the mud.
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Christmas Meal
Final balance of £21 is due early November.
Please see Graham Wilkinson at the Club.

Race Roundup
A quick tour of all races by EHH members in October. Look for extended opinion pieces later in the
newsletter.
What a start to the month, Hornsea beach was
transformed into a sea of red (and one blue vest) for the
first Winter league race. I’ve never done this one and
although we recced it a few weeks before I have a feeling
the tide wasn’t as far out as normal on race day, turning
it into an impromptu steeplechase race. Chris Adams
hurdled to victory with Sara Rookyard taking the ladies
honour.
Sunday 4th saw two harriers competing in the Chester
Marathon, Guy Gibson (3:47) and congratulations Tori
Jeffrey (4:56:30) for her first sub 5 hour marathon, both
have extended pieces in this newsletter.
Our very own Marathon man James Pearson bagged
number 37 at the Mablethorpe Marathon in 3.17.35.
Sunday also saw Carol Cooke completing the Kielder Half Marathon in 2:32:09 plus she had a nice little
catch up with Steve Cram.
And to round the weekend off, Matty Hayes was at it again, this time
finishing 3rd in the Levisham fell race. Also competing was Graham
Wilkinson and Paul Nippress.
The 10th of the month saw Steve Coates (2.48.37), Gary Forrester
(3:17:58) and Adrian Kamis (3.24.46) competing in the The Langdale
Horseshoe. Anything with checkpoints with names like Thunacar
Knott and my personal favourite Crinkle Crags is bound to be hilly.
Sunday saw two big road races with plenty of Harriers at both. First
up was the Yorkshire Marathon with a creditable 8 harriers making
the journey to York. For me the standout performance was from
Danny Jones smashing his target of sub 3 and coming home in a
new PB of 2:55:18. Steve Taylor keeps chipping away at his PB and
is getting ever closer to a London Good for age stopping the clock at
3:06:09. The rest of us were consistent posting relative times to
previous marathon performances.
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At the same time was the Yorkshire Coast 10k with a great turnout of 23 Harriers competing. Alec
Gibson was once again first Harrier home in 00:34:22 and first female was Ann Allen in 00:47:31. I know
there were plenty of PB’s on what was probably a great day weather wise.
The following weekend started with the appropriately name Gruesome Twosome with 20 Harriers
taking part. First twosome in 5th place was Nigel Sisson and Chris Adams in 85.11. First all female
team to finish was Linda Huart and Janet Suddaby in 134.37. See the full report from Keith Conkerton.
Sunday 18th and a trip to the seaside was in order. Bridlington Half Marathon is always a well
supported and this year was no different. 20 Harriers took part, plus plenty of members and family
there in support.
The wind largely held off and Michael Hargreaves took advantage of this to run a cracking time of
1:13:01 which I believe is a PB. Also in 6th was Gareth Young (01:16:46) and in his first half was Steve
Davey in 11th (1:18:35). First lady Harrier to finish was my better half Katy White in 1:51:58 beating her
previous PB on this course. Katy wasn’t the only one to PB, I know from talking to Phil Harland he
smashed his PB by approx. 11/12 minutes. Tony and Lee Alcock (my personal nemesis! ) and Andy
Eastland all posted great times, the latter two should break 85 next year. What about the Jacketts’
Debbie (01:55:30) and Steve (01:55:28) breaking 2 hours in what I believe was his first half marathon.
I’m sure there were many other great performances therefore apologies if I’ve not mentioned anybody.

The last weekend of the month saw EHH taking over East Hull ParkRun. A great turnout with 70+
running and several more supporting.
The penultimate Saturday of October and 5 members took part in Snowdonia Marathon. After a tough
few weeks Matty Hayes showed his class and determination to post a 03:06:31 with strong showings
from the other 4 Harriers of James Pearson - 03:27:03, Steve Taylor - 03:28:59, Tom Dawson - 03:38:09
and Lee Cross - 04:06:51.
After an extra hour in bed on Sunday the choice was the local Haltemprice 10k or Brigg Poppy 10k. 8
Harriers ventured a little further afield to Brigg, I’ll leave it to Dave Playforth to fill in the details. A little
closer to home, 22 of us took part in the Haltemprice 10k. Steve “which way is it” Davey was fastest of
the men finishing 5th in 37.47. There were plenty of other great runs with Vince McGowan, Carol Fee
(first EHH lady in 46.09) and Tony Alcock all picking up Vet prizes for their efforts.
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If you would like to be featured then please send race results, reports or feedback to
info@easthullharriers.com
. For race reports 200 words (or more if you like) plus at least 1 images would
be great.

Upcoming Races
●
●
●
●
●

Saturday 7th - Pack Run from South Cave
Sunday 8th November - Scunthorpe & District AC Annual Quibell Park Cross Country
Sunday 15th November - Leeds Abbey Dash
Saturday 21st November - EHH Winter League 2 – Cross Country 3m
Saturday 5th December - Rudolph's Romp

Keep an eye on 
http://easthullharriers.com/events/
for any updates, any local races that are missing
please email 
info@easthullharriers.com
with the details

Summer League
Get your 2016 diary open as here is the dates for next year.
19th April

New Ellerby (Railway Inn)
HU11 5AP

5 Miles

3rd May

Sproatley (Constable Arms)
HU11 4PA

6 Miles

17th May

East Park, Hull HU8 9AD

4 Miles

31sy May

Leven (Sports Club) HU17 5NF

10 KM

14th June

Sproatley (Constable Arms)
HU11 4PA

7 Miles

28th June

Coniston (Blacksmith Arms)
HU11 4JR

10 KM

12th July

Skirlaugh (Village Hall) HU11
5EA

8 Miles

26th July

Hedon (Haven Arms) HU12
8HH

4 Miles

Once again Pete Dearing will be the race secretary. Entry forms will be out early January.
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Race Reports
A selection of recent race reports with plenty more on the website: http://easthullharriers.com

Kielder Forest Half Marathon
I never thought in my wildest dreams I would be able to run a half marathon, but after joining the
Harriers on their 5-10k initiative in January here I am standing at the edge of Kielder water overlooking
the spectacular Dam with Steve Cram counting us down to the start of the inaugural Kielder half
marathon. The excitement was unbelievable not to mention the nerves.
The first km was over the Dam so nice
and flat but this was probably the only
flat part on the whole course, as once
over the Dam the route heads
gradually up hill and into the forest
coming back out at 3 miles to return
over the Dam before heading back on
the forest track for the next 9 or so
miles on an undulating course
following the edge of the lake and
dipping in and out of the forest, I could
see why it was called Britain’s most
beautiful race. It was challenging, and
there were some steep hills which a lot
of people including myself walked up
but it was well worth the effort and I was quite pleased with my finish time of 2.32.09. I was the first
and only East Hull Harrier to finish the race and would have loved to have worn my red vest but as I
was running for Yorkshire Brain Tumour Research, felt I really should wear theirs on this occasion.
I would really recommend anyone who isn’t looking for a PB but wants a really lovely trail race to give
this one a go it’s fantastic. The Marathon and Half Marathon are on the same day and if you really want
to stretch those legs there is a 10k and a Run Bike Run held the day before. After the race I was
speaking to Karl the 24 year old winner of the half marathon and he was over the moon with his time of
1.14.33 and prize of £100, framed picture, hat and berghaus bag. The Marathon was won by 43 year old
Mathew Jones in 2.43.02
The race was very well organised with plenty of marshals and drink stations along the way. The
marathon and the half marathon both started at the same time but in different locations so everyone
completed the last 13.1 miles and came through the same finish line. A number of buses were running
from the event car park to the various start positions which then ferried the spectators from the start
to the finish line and took everyone back to the car park after the event.
Stiff legs for me today but I’m searching the Internet for my next trail half ….. I’m hooked.
Carol Cooke
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Chester Marathon Race Report
Race day dawned… my 2nd marathon and one which had such great reviews in the past I just had to
do it. I knew it was a bit more low key compared to London but I was still incredibly excited.
There was the full marathon and the metric marathon (26.2km) being ran on the same day by around
5,000 runners in total. It started and finished in Chester racecourse which made for a great start point
as it was buzzing with plenty of nervously excited runners.
8:45am soon came round and we were all called to start getting into the relevant time pens. I opted for
the sub 5 pen knowing full well they would help me keep the pace and if I felt strong I could go slightly
ahead. Pacers were in full force as usual and as ever encouraging.
The course took a loop around Chester racecourse before heading out onto the streets of Chester
where you wind through the city then out into the Cheshire countryside. It is described as the only
international marathon in the UK as it does weave in and out of villages which are classed as being
over the border in Wales. It made for a very scenic route with little villages along the way and local
people out cheering everyone on.
Described as a “flat” marathon it is rather undulating if you are expecting total flat. I got to the halfway
point still feeling quite strong and well on track for my sub 5 time. It wasn’t until about 18 miles that it
dawned on me just how far I still had to go, I wanted that sub 5 time badly but really didn’t know if my
legs were going to hold up. I hadn’t been totally fit and well in the last couple of weeks but there was
no way I was giving up. A few walk breaks later and a stern talking to myself I soon found I was at mile
23.
Chester we're trialling a scheme called the Race Angels, runners who were there from mile 24 (just
after the biggest hill on the course!) just to run a little with you. A good friend Adrienne was one of
them, she saw me and ran about half a mile with me, gave me some brilliant words of advice and I was
ready to finish strong.
The finish dipped round and onto the riverfront and
then looped back around into the racecourse for the
final finish and where I took my glory. I could see the
actual gun time hadn’t clicked over 5 hours so knew I
was on for sub 5 still. I tried to pull every last bit of
energy in for a sprint finish and finished in 4:56:27 (10
minutes quicker than in London!)
It really was a great marathon, very scenic and well
supported. The medal at the end was beautiful and it
made a change to get a long sleeved race tech top
which will be ideal for those winter runs. Would I do it
again? Without a doubt! Just maybe not the day
before I'm due back at uni!
Tori Jeffery
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Gruesome Twosome

One of the great pleasures for me in leading the New Runners Initiative last Winter, has been seeing the
great achievements that have been made by so many of the attendees. Some have taken massive
chunks of time off their pb’s at various distances, while others have run distances that they would
never have dreamed of doing a year ago.
One of those that I remember vividly was Kadi Huart, whose Mam Linda had conned into turning up
that first night, by telling her she’d only be running about a mile. Fast forward 10 months and we are
lining up to do the tough Gruesome Twosome half marathon.
The challenging course takes in some of Lincolnshire’s finest scenic countryside. It is very much an
undulating multi-terrain event taking in grassland, quiet tarmac roads, public footpaths, trails,
meadows and woods. There were many sections with difficult loose gravel underfoot and many that
narrowed so that there was no chance of passing the runners in front. This was useful if you needed a
breather, but frustrating if you were on an adrenalin rush. The stewarding is first class as is the general
friendliness of all concerned in the event.
Despite the poor summer, we are at least getting some decent weather late into the Autumn, so it was
a reasonably warm and sunny but windy October 17th, that saw me team up with Kadi to take on the
hills of the Lincolnshire Wolds (I’m obviously the gruesome part of that particular pairing).
Other Harrier couples on the day were Linda Huart & Jan Suddaby, Iain & Keelee McGowan, Tony Cross
& Darren Knowles, Adrian Kamis and Janet Kay , Nige Sissons & Chris Adams, Mike Vinegrad & Graham
Wilkinson, Tim Simpson & Danny Wilson, Mandy Davison & Janice Wilcock, while Penny Darmody and
Paul Teece made their twosome’s with none Harriers.
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It’s worth pointing out at
this moment that Kadi took
great delight in telling
Linda that she’d beaten her
in a race, although she did
admit that it’s likely to be a
while before it happens
again. In fact that delight
was well earned, as we
were the 1st Harrier mixed
couple home and 41st
overall in a field of 97
mixed teams and 251
teams in total, with a time
of 125:25.
Considering this was the
first time Kadi has ran more
than 10 miles and she’d
missed a couple of weeks of training at a vital time in the run up to the race due to shin splints, I think
she has reason to feel proud.
Other notable achievements on the day were Nige and Chris who took fourth place, which can be
made into a podium placing third for same club pairings. Keelee McGowan made light of her recent
lack of running assisted by Iain, I’m sure listening to the constant stream of poor jokes from Iain will
have been more challenging than the course and Janice Wilcock seems to have found an Ideal training
partner in Mandy and is making great strides forward as she continues her come back.
Most romantic couple award goes to Adrian and Jan, as their finishing line embrace took nearly as long
as the race itself.
The Gruesome Twosome race is centred around the Swallow pub and so the temptation to start on the
beer is too much to resist, this continued in Jan Suddaby’s “party bus”, before Tony, Darren and
myself finally persuaded Kadi and Linda to carry on anesthetising the aches and pains of the day, by
extending the afternoon drinking well into the evening when we got back to Hull. All in all a great day
and a race that I’m sure will be well attended by Harrriers for many years to come.
Keith Conkerton

Brigg Poppy 10k
The lure of a relatively flat and fast 10k along with a nice medal lured a group of Harriers across the
Humber to take part in The Brigg Poppy 10k, an event that as its name suggests raises money for the
British Legion Poppy appeal.
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The route is relatively flat with just a short rise into the village of Cadney before looping back to Brigg
and finishing in the main street which was lined with spectators who gave fantastic vocal support to
each and every runner.

Alongside the ‘conventional’ 10k there is also a Military Challenge where competitors take on the 10k
course while wearing combat clothing, carrying a 35lb Bergen and running in boots. The winner of the
challenge Craig Barker broke the course record finishing in a time of 43:48!
Near perfect conditions greeted runners just before the 11am start, a slight cross wind and a
temperature of 9 degrees. The runners were led to the starting line by a sole piper. 372 runners
completed the race with the winner David Sedgwick of Doncaster AC finishing in 34:31.
8 Harriers took place in the event their times and positions are as follows:

63rd

Dave Playforth

44:18

100th

Linda Huart

47:55

1st F55

130th

Shirley Oglesby

50.08

1st F60

132nd

Steve Poulsom

50:13

152nd

Tony Goulding

52:04

199th

Laura Cropper

55:16

247th

Janice Wilcox

58:14

328th

Sheila Maddison

65:03

Dave Playforth

Notes From A Bloke Running Marathons.
Marathons eh? What do you want to run
that far for? Are you daft? That’s what I
used to ask fellow runners at the time,
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having been a semi -regular 10k, 10 mile and half-marathon runner for 12 or so years before I got
the urge. Not for me, no way. That was until the announcement of a marathon in Hull for 2012.
Oh, go on then, just the one… seeing as it’s at home (as happened at this year’s Hull event, with
loads of first timers, old timers, and local club runners signing up).

All went well with the training, blessed as we are, having the East Hull 20 in March, less than a
month before. Perfect preparation. Race day went well too, running most of the distance with a
club mate (no names, but he’s 50 minutes quicker now!). The sense of: achievement, running
out of the comfort zone, comradeship, discovering inner truths, and confronting our inner
selves. Yep, all that stuff and more. And then …finding out it was short! Not a full one. Gutted.
Organised by cowboys. So, I entered another. Kielder in October 2012. 8 minutes quicker. A Mile!
Loved it, and got the bug.

Fast forward to 2015, and I’m still doing marathons. It gives a purpose and logic to building up
the training during the winter cross- country season to Ferriby 10 to our East Hull 20 and the
summer league and beyond. The only thing is, I get bored of the bread and butter long Sunday
training run on a Sunday, so I convinced myself that running more marathons is more fun than
training for the sake of it. No need to spend a fortune either, just pick the right destinations,
making sure they are spectator friendly (my good lady refused to go to Blackpool or
Sunderland!!). So this year, rather than build up for one in spring and one in autumn, I went for
six.

1. Manchester in April:
A great flat course. Well organised. Great atmosphere. Plenty of Harriers
and other local runners there running and supporting. Fast becoming the race to do if rejected
from London. A PB on both occasions I’ve ran it. This year in just over 3:30.

2. Prague in May:
Regardless of the race, a beautiful city and some awesome Pilsner. Stayed
over for 5 days after! A great course, starting in Old Town Square to the sounds of Dvorak. Vests
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from all over the world. Great flat course crossing over the River Vltava and round the sights of
the city. Highly recommend it. Would have been a PB….3:32 for 26.5 miles. Gah!

3. Edinburgh in May:
Big thanks to Rich Rex from CoH, a prize from his 10 in 10 fund raffle.
Another great city to visit, especially the days after the race. As for the race, it’s a great start in
the city and then it heads out to the coast and finishes near Musselburgh racecourse. A very
windy day, including head wind for the last 7 miles didn’t help. Not the best race organisation,
and not too good for spectators either. In the right conditions, good chance for a fast run. Happy
with a 3:39.

4. Halifax Marathon in August:
A Beast. Low key race. Organised by runners. A beer festival on
site after the race. Halifax is a jewel in Yorkshire’s crown, beautiful scenery and a great place to
visit. What could go wrong? Great to see fellow Harriers Dr Danny and James P (top 10
finishers!), and Dan N and James G. If you fancy a hilly road marathon with amazing views and a
great atmosphere before and after the race, this is it. Only a small field (82 finishers), so can get
lonely out there. Made a few friends out there too. 4:14. Can’t go sub 4 every time!

5. Hull Marathon in September:
What more
can I add to the reviews. Amazing. Everything
turned out nice. Completely made up for 2012.
Great support around the course, including the
EHH water station at 1 mile and 6 miles, and all
the other local friendly stations. Great to see
and share encouragement with the relay
runners and see so many friendly faces on the
course. Uplifting. Happy with a holiday filled
food and drink belly 3:40.
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6. Chester Marathon in October:
I chose to enter this instead of the JT Yorkshire Marathon,
which I’d ran and in the previous 2 years (The long road and turnaround from 15 to 20 miles
killed me, man!). A cool day turned into a scorcher. A cracking course, not as flat as advertised,
but great scenery, clockwork timing on the drink and fuel stops. The best organised race, apart
from ours, I’ve entered so far. From entry to parking to racing to finishing. Top marks. Marathons
are all about learning….Pace, preparation; personal targets etc …Lesson to learn from this one:
Respect the weather and dehydration the night before a marathon…Quite happy with 3:47.
Bring on the next one, trail, road, hill or flat.

So, why run a marathon? Why not? If you don’t get into London as Good for Age, Elite, or
through the ballot, there are plenty of other amazing places to be just as daft for 26.2 miles.
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Notices
Speed and Hill Training with Pete Dearing
Pete Dearings Speed and Hill trainings sessions will be starting earlier than usual this year.
Speed training at Sutton Fields Industrial Estate will start on Tuesday 1st September at 6.50pm and
Thursday 3rd September will see the return of Hill Training at Sutton Road flyover at 6.45pm.
If you intend running there from the clubhouse be prepared to set off for both sessions at 6.30pm, it
takes 10-15 minutes to Sutton road and 15-20 to Sutton fields.

Content
I would like to take the opportunity to remind all
members of this website which the club is
registered on. So far very few members have
registered themselves with EFR, but it is
extremely easy to do so and once registered,
your online purchases from a huge range of
vendors can generate income for Harriers.
http://www.easyfundraising.org
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Any errors or feedback please send to the email
below.
Remember any interesting stories, race results
and/or reports please send to the media team
via 
info@easthullharriers.com
That’s all for this month.

